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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study is to design a fake news 

detection system with these three machine learning models, 

namely: Decision Tree, Random Forest, and Logistic Regression. 

These three different models were analysed to determine the most 

efficient model for accurately detecting fake news. The result 

obtained showcased Logistic Regression with an accuracy of 

98.80%, Decision Tree with an accuracy of 99.64% and Random 

Forest with an accuracy of 99.23%. It is evident as deduction from 

the comparative analysis that our best model came out to be 

Decision Tree with an accuracy of 99.64%. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fake news is a main consideration in triggering riots, mob lynchings, and other social-monetary 

aggravations. The severity of the problem has increased substantially since 2019 was declared 

the year of fake news. News and media inclusion get enormously misshapen because of the 

introduction and spread of phoney news. Where news can be a shelter, counterfeit news is a 

plague to the general public. In any case, the distinction between verifiable news and fake news 

is troublesome. Its examination consequently assumes a vital role in the current situation. 

Fortunately, there are several computational methods that could be applied to recognize some 

posts as fraudulent based solely on the text in them. Most of these techniques rely on websites 

for fact-checking. Researchers keep a range of archives that contain lists of previously visited 

websites that have been labelled as dubious and false 

Due to the spread of misleading information on the internet, particularly in news blogs, feeds, 

and social media channels, the detection of fake news has recently sparked a growing amount 

of public curiosity and interest from scholars. Studies have mostly concentrated on identifying 

and classifying bogus news on social platforms like Twitter and Facebook. Fake news has been 

conceptually divided into various types, and this knowledge has been disseminated to enable 

the generalisation of machine learning (ML) models across various domains. Some of these 

models include Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Logistic Regression (LR), whose accuracy 

was the highest (92%) among K-nearest neighbour (KNN), Random Forest, Linear Support 

Vector Machine (LSVM), Decision Tree (DT), and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). There 

searchers found that the total accuracy decreased as the number of n-grams calculated for a 

particular article rose. The main aim of this project is to design a fake news detection system 

with machine learning models. We will be using three of these methods (Decision Tree, 

Random Forest, and Logistic Regression) for this project. The programming language to be 

used is Python. In this project, we are proposing three machine learning methods that can 

determine whether an article is credible using datasets obtained from the Kaggle dataset. The 

system will help users detect if it is real or fake news. The three different models will be 

analysed to determine the most efficient model for accurately detecting fake news. 

 

RELATED WORKS 

A survey on spam detection methods was undertaken by Sharma et al. in 2014. In this study, 

the authors discovered that in order to classify emails as spam or not starting from a certain 

dataset, an artificial neural network (ANN) must first be trained. After these features have been 

gathered, they can be categorised using classifiers such as Naive Bayes, Support Vector 

Machines, TF-IDF, or K-nearest neighbours. An earlier study on fake news identification that 

is more directly related to utilising a text-only approach to build a classification is presented in 

Genes’ Detecting False News with NLP, published in 2017. The writers did not only produce 

a new benchmark dataset of utterances with 12,800 brief statements that have been manually 

tagged on various subjects. Baseline algorithms such as logistic regression, support vector 

machines (SVM, LSTM, CNN), and an enhanced CNN that included metadata were runned by 

the database's developers.  

Perez-Rosas et al. (2018) paid most attention to the automatic detection of false contents in 

online news in their paper. They presented two distinct datasets for this purpose: one gathered 
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through information from crowds and spanning six news domains (sports, business, 

entertainment, politics, technology, and education), and the other gathered from the web and 

focusing on celebrities. They created some classification models that depend on a combination 

of lexical, syntactic, and semantic data as well as characteristics representing text readability 

properties, which are similar to the human capacity to detect forgeries, using a linear sum 

classifier and fivefold cross verification with accuracy, precision, recall, and FI measures 

averaged over the five iterations.  

In their study, Vedova et al. (2018) first proposed a novel ML fake news detection technique 

that performs better than the existing methods in the literature by combining news content and 

social context features, which increased its accuracy up to 78.8 percent. Secondly, they applied 

said technique within a Facebook Messenger chatbot and verified it with a practical process, 

yielding an 81.7 percent accuracy in detecting fake news. They first discussed the datasets they 

utilised for their test, then showed the content-based approach they employed and the way they 

suggested combining it with a social-based strategy that had previously been proposed in the 

literature. Their objective was to categorise a news item as reliable or phoney. The last dataset 

consists of 15,500 posts from 32 pages (14 conspiracy pages, 18 scientific pages), with more 

than 2,300,000 likes from more than 900,000 individuals. 6,577 posts (42.4% of all posts) and 

8,923 (57.6%) are not hoaxes. 

Mykhailo Granik et al. (2017) demonstrate a straightforward method for detecting bogus news 

using a naive Bayes classifier in their study. This strategy was put into practice as a software 

system and evaluated using a set of Facebook news postings as the test set. They were gathered 

from three sizable left-leaning and right-leaning Facebook pages, as well as three sizable 

mainstream news sources for politics (Politico, CNN and ABC News). They succeeded in 

classifying objects with an accuracy of about 74%. Fake news classification accuracy is 

marginally worse. The dataset's skewness: only 4.9% of it contains bogus news—could be to 

blame for this. 

Gupta et al. (2018) provided a framework based on several machine learning approaches that 

addresses a number of problems, such as the lack of accuracy, time lag (Bot Maker), and the 

lengthy processing time required to handle a thousand tweets in a single second. They started 

by gathering 400,000 tweets from the HSpam14 dataset. Then they describe in more detail the 

250,000 non-spam tweets and the 150,000 spam tweets. Along with the Top-30 terms from the 

Bag-of-Words model that offer the largest information gain, they also deduced several 

lightweight features. They outperformed the old solution by almost 18% and were able to reach 

an accuracy of 91.65 percent. 

  

METHODOLOGY 

 This project presents the methodology used for the classification. In this method, supervised 

machine learning is used for classifying the dataset. The first step in this classification problem 

is dataset collection. The dataset used for classification was drawn from a public domain. Fake 

news articles were collected from an open source Kaggle dataset that was published during the 

2016 election cycle. The news articles were collected from news organisations: Guardians and 

Bloomberg during the election period. The dataset is already sorted out qualitatively into fake 

and real where we have 23,481 fake articles and 21,417 real articles. Followed by data 
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preprocessing, implementing features selection, then performing the training and testing of the 

dataset and finally running the classifiers. The methodology is based on conducting various 

experiments on dataset using the three machine algorithms, namely: Logistic Regression, 

Random Forest and Decision Tree to respond by informing the user of the authenticity of the 

news.  

  

RESULTS 

In order to ascertain, the comparison of machine learning models is done to know which models 

are best to deploy a system, based on different metrics such as accuracy score and confusion 

matrix to determine the best model for our system depending on what we seek to 

optimise.  However, for the purpose of this research, a comparative analysis on Logistic 

Regression, Decision Tree and Random Forest for Fake News Detection system was carried 

out with the focus on seeking the classifier with the highest performance rate. Training, testing 

and validation of the three different models on the same dataset from the Kaggle dataset was 

also carried out. After training and testing the models, the scores are saved in the variable model 

scores, the percentage of each model`s accuracy is then shown in a confusion matrix. 

 

Confusion matrix  Confusion matrix                           Confusion matrix 

        (Logistic Regression)                   (Decision tree)                              (Random Forest) 
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Classifier Accuracy Miscalculation Precision Recall F1- Score 

Logistic Regression 98.80% 1.15% 98.89% 98.73% 98.82% 

Decision Tree 99.64% 0.36% 99.61% 99.65% 99.62% 

Random Forest 99.23% 0.80% 98.92% 99.50% 99.21% 

  

As evident above, our best model came out to be Decision Tree with an accuracy of 99.64%. 

Hence we can say that if a user feeds a particular news article or its headline in this model, 

there are at least 90% chances that it will be classified to its true nature. 

 

SUMMARY 

It is significant to find the accuracy of news which is available on the internet. In this project, 

we have used three of Machine Learning prediction models: Logistic Regression with an 

accuracy of 98.80%, Decision Tree with an accuracy of 99.64% and Random Forest with an 

accuracy of 99.23% which the best model came out to be Decision Tree so as to carry out a 

comparative analysis on effective and efficient detection of fake news. The technique used 

focuses on using machine learning to statistically analyse given news articles and does not rely 

on a “blacklist” of news stories from various unverified sources. As with all blacklists, a fake 

news site that has not been seen previously will not be correctly identified as True News by the 

Detector. Hence, this project will create more awareness to people. It will contribute to start a 

much-justified war against one of the most prevalent hazards i.e. fake news in society. It will 

serve as root and branch eradication of fake news in the society as a whole. 
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